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Excel Sheet Generation 
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- Automatic generation of 
Excel spreadsheet

- Z offset to match target 
chamber exit flange 
(target + 10cm).

- Separate sheets for 
each “beam line”

- Removing duplicate 
components

- Investigating possibility of 
including markers in BDSIM 
model output

- Store locations of non-
beam transport 
components (e.g. radiation 
shutters) 

- Match by name

- Need: device types, 
lengths, numbers / 
frequency, locations

- BDSIM development 
needed



Excel Sheet Generation 
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- TODO:
- Update simulation 

models to match 
naming scheme –
Cannot access 
stfc365.sharepoint

- Add comments 
column

- Section preservation 
(CAD hierarchy)



CAD Conversion
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- Ongoing by Stewart 
Boogert

- Small number of 
pyg4ometry 
bugs found

- More 
complicated 
assemblies are 
convertible 
(magnet support 
stand)

- CAD hierarchy
- Group 

components by 
accelerator 
section

- Component 
naming:

- Unique 
(match 
convention)

- Degenerate 
placements

- CAD issues:
- Single beam pipe volume

- Some narrower exist anyway, else gaps.

- No shielding apertures
- Random extraneous cylinders throughout



CAD Conversion
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- Sequential components
- Beam pipe is currently 1 piece of geometry

- Overlaps
- Beam pipe split at component level

- 1:1 matching to accelerator model

- Recommend fresh CAD model if individual components exportable/already exist 
(magnets, rad. shutters, magnet supports, etc)

- Sequential components

- Hierarchy

- Issues on previous slide

- Discuss inclusion of non-transport components after CAD assembled.
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Alternative Baseline Design
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- GPT optimisation program (GDFSOLVE)
- Optimise Gabor Lens strengths in capture section to produce parallel beam at section exit
- Untested
- Switch from ideal to HTs beam.



Summary
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- DONE:

- Automatic Excel survey generation
- Small offset added to GPT model for tout output (testing ongoing)

- ONGOING:
- CAD conversion testing
- GPT optimisation of capture section

- Model in development

- TODO:
- Finalise Excel survey export
- Update model components to match naming convention

- Identify locations for non-beam transport systems + add to model
- New ccap-sim repository model versions? 

- V4.4 – main baseline design

- V5.4 – alternative design

- Current versions frozen as pre-October (grant).


